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Thermopower of a Chaotic Quantum Dot
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The thermovoltage of a chaotic quantum dot is measured using a current heating technique. T
tuations in the thermopower as a function of magnetic field and dot shape display a non-Gaussian
bution, in agreement with simulations using random matrix theory. We observe no contributions
weak localization or short trajectories in the thermopower. [S0031-9007(99)08804-3]
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The electrical conductance of small—characteristic si
much smaller than the electron mean free path—confin
electron systems (usually denoted as quantum dots) sh
distinct fluctuations. These fluctuations display correl
tions as a function of an external parameter such as shap
magnetic field, which can be described in a statistical ma
ner. The electrons can, in fact, be viewed as billiard ba
moving in a classically chaotic system where many rando
reflections at the system walls occur. Because of the wa
like nature of the electrons, quantum mechanics is need
to describe these systems fully. Chaos in quantum dots
been investigated [1–3] in conductance measurements
the analysis turns out to be difficult. So-called short tr
jectories [4] and weak localization effects [1,5] add up
the signature of chaotic motion. Moreover, current hea
ing of the electrons in the dot appears to be unavoidable
conductance measurements. Electron heating effects in
dot smear out the underlying chaotic statistics and the
fore the observed fluctuations exhibit mostly a Gaussi
distribution, although theory predicts non-Gaussian dist
butions when a small number of electron modes is a
mitted to the dot [6]. Only when dephasing (modeled
extra modes coupling the dot to the environment) is i
cluded, random matrix theory (RMT) [1,7] gives a Gaus
ian distribution. Very recently, Huiberset al. [8] observed
small deviations from a Gaussian distribution in condu
tance measurements. However, other transport proper
calculated from these data exhibit again Gaussian distrib
tions, in contrast to theoretical predictions.

An alternative for the conductance measurements p
sued so far is to investigate the thermoelectric pro
erties of a system. Thermopower measurements h
already been used to study semiconductor nanostructu
such as quantum point contacts (QPC) [9] and quantu
dots (QD) in the Coulomb blockade regime [10,11]. Th
thermopowerS measures directly the parametric deriva
tive of the conductance,S ~ G21≠Gy≠X, whereX  E
(energy), and thus yields both similar and additional i
formation on the electron transport processes as can
obtained from conductance measurements. The distri
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tion of parametric derivatives (X  E, B, shape, . . .) of the
conductance of a QD is the subject of recent RMT in
vestigations [12,13]. The probability distribution for the
thermopower is again expected to be non-Gaussian
chaotic conductors, exhibiting cusps at zero amplitude a
nonexponential tails [13,14].

In this paper, we present magnetothermopower me
surements of a statistical ensemble of chaotic QDs. T
observed thermopower fluctuations show a non-Gauss
distribution. We present a numerical fit based on RM
which describes the experimental data. We demonstra
that effects such as short trajectories, weak localizatio
and dephasing are absent in thermopower measuremen

In Fig. 1a the measured device is shown schematical
A QD (lithographic size800 nm 3 700 nm) is electro-
statically defined (gates A, B, C, and D) in a standar
high-mobility 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in a
GaAs-(Al,Ga)As heterostructure. The 2DEG has a m
bility of m ø 106 cm2sV sd21 for an electron density of
3.4 3 1011 cm22 at 4.2 K. A 2 mm wide and a20 mm
long electron-heating channel is defined next to the Q
(gates A, D, E, and F). The sample is kept at 40 m
in a dilution refrigerator equipped with a superconduc
ing magnet. Transport measurements are performed us
standard phase-sensitive techniques. For reasons of co
parison, all data shown in this paper were obtained fro
the same sample. We have obtained similar results in se
eral other devices.

Conductance data are shown in Fig. 1b. The graph
the magnetoresistance of the QD, averaged over a la
number of different configurations [15]. Both QPCs lead
ing to the QD were adjusted to a conductanceG  4e2yh
corresponding to two spin-degenerate modes in the QPC
As in Ref. [3], an ensemble of configurations was cre
ated by repeatedly changing the voltage on gate B by
small amountsdVB

g  10 mVd. As is evident from the
figure, apart from remaining chaotic conductance fluctu
tions also the signatures of weak localization (sharp pe
aroundB  0 T) and short trajectories (characterized b
a background conductance that exhibits a polynomin
© 1999 The American Physical Society 2927
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic top view of the measured sample. T
crosses denote the Ohmic contacts to the 2DEG; the hatc
areas denote the gates. The heating current is applied betw
I1 and I2. The thermovoltage is measured between V1 and V2.
The QD is defined by applying a negative voltage to gates A,
C, and D. (b) Magnetoconductance of the QD, averaged o
a large number of different QD configurations. The influenc
of short trajectories is characterized by the dashed line. Ins
Conductance distribution forjBj $ 50 mT

dependence on magnetic field [2,3], Fig. 1b, dashed lin
are clearly observed. In order to extract the statisti
of the fluctuations, the conductance measurements w
corrected for these features. The resulting distribution
shown in the inset of Fig. 1b (for magnetic fields large
than 50 mT). A Gaussian function fits these data well.

By passing a low-frequency (13 Hz) current through th
Ohmic contacts I1 and I2, the electron gas in the channe
is heatedsTe ~ I2d while the wide 2DEG regions remain
in equilibrium with the lattice. The ac heating curren
I ø 0.4 mA is small enough to avoid lattice heating, an
we have ensured that we are in the regime of line
response. The temperature difference between hea
channel and electron reservoir induces a thermovolta
Vth across the chaotic QD.Vth can be measured, using
QPC E-F as a reference point, between Ohmic conta
V1 and V2. Vth is then related to the thermopower of th
QD, Sdot, as

Vth  V2 2 V1  Vdot 2 Vref  sSdot 2 SrefdDT .
(1)
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Here, QPC E-F is adjusted such that its thermopow
Sref, is minimal and constant for all measurements. A
in the conductance measurements, the transmittance
QPCs A-D and C-D was adjusted toG  4e2yh. Again,
varying the voltage applied to gate B,V B

g , was used to
change the shape of the QD.

In Fig. 2a a gray scale plot is shown of the transver
voltageVth as a function of magnetic field andV B

g . The
step in gate voltage between two successive magnetic-fi
sweeps wasdVB

g  10 mV. The magnetic field range was
limited to jBj # 150 mT to avoid the regime where the
quantum Hall effect becomes dominant. The characteris
fluctuations are stable in time and well reproducible. A
an example, the trace forV B

g  2550 mV is plotted
separately in Fig. 2b. The fluctuations are symmet
aroundB  0 T with a zero mean.

Because the resistance of the electron heating chann
magnetic-field dependent due to classical (breakdown
the entrance resistance) and quantum (weak localiza

FIG. 2. (a) Gray scale plot of the thermovoltage of the Q
as a function of magnetic field (x axis) and of gate voltage
gate B (y axis). The gate voltage is changed by a const
small amount ofdVB

g  10 mV for each magnetic field sweep
The light areas denote a large (maximum5.5 mV) positive
thermovoltage, and the dark areas a large (maximum25.5 mV)
negative thermovoltage. (b) Individual thermovoltage tra
for V B

g  2550 mV [dashed line (a)]. Inset: Thermovoltage
corrected for the temperature variation of the heating chan
and averaged over a large number of QD configuratio
Signatures of weak localization and short trajectories are abs
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and conductance fluctuations) transport effects, also
electron temperature in Eq. (1) is somewhat dependent
magnetic field,Te  TesBd. For the given device struc-
ture, this dependence can easily be determined experim
tally, using the quantized thermopower of a QPC [9]. Th
thermovoltage of QPC A-D, adjusted for maximum the
mopower, is measured as a function of magnetic fie
while keeping V B

g  V C
g  0 V, i.e., without defining

the QD, yieldingVth,channel  sSAD 2 SrefdDT sBd. The
variation in channel temperature, which turns out to
only a few percent, is effective for each individual mea
surement. Thus, by dividing the QD thermovoltage by t
QPC thermovoltage, this effect can be eliminated. W
have verified that this calibration does not influence t
statistics of the thermopower fluctuations.

The inset of Fig. 2b shows the temperature-variati
corrected thermovoltage, averaged over all configuratio
We show this averaged trace to illustrate that in contras
the averaged conductance (Fig. 1b) signatures of weak
calization and short trajectories are absent in the avera
thermopower [15]. For the weak localization correctio
this is readily understood when one realizes that the c
rection to the conductance for a zero-dimensional syst
is energy independent, and any signs of weak localizat
in the thermopower should derive from the energy d
pendence of the phase-coherence lengthlf which is pre-
sumably small. (However, see Ref. [16] for experimen
on weak localization thermopower in the two-dimension
quantum-diffusive transport regime.) The absence o
signature of short trajectory effects in the thermovolta
measurements implies also a very weak energy dep
dence for the conductance correction due to these p
cesses. Heuristically, one might argue that the fast tran
times involved with short trajectories correspond to lar
energy scales while the thermopower measures a loca
EF) derivative. It would be interesting to investigate thes
effects theoretically.

We now proceed to compare the statistics of the o
served thermopower fluctuations with theoretical pred
tions. The system symmetry, denoted in RMT with a
integerb, changes with magnetic field; aroundB  0 T,
time-reversal symmetry (TRS,b  1) is present, while for
higher magnetic fields this symmetry is brokensb  2d.
The transition between the two regimes is gradual; for t
present analysis we restrict ourselves to the two extrem
Experimentally, the regime with TRS is the magnetic-fie
range where the weak localization effect dominates co
ductance measurementssjBj # 40 mTd; TRS is broken
for jBj $ 50 mT. Counting the fluctuation amplitudes o
the corrected thermopower for these two regimes lea
to the histograms presented in Fig. 3. The dashed lin
are the best Gaussian fit to the experimental data. Clea
strong deviations from Gaussian statistics occur.

These deviations are also expected from RMT c
culation. In Ref. [14], the thermopower distribution o
a chaotic QD has been obtained for single-mode co
the
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FIG. 3. (a) Thermopower distribution in the presence of TR
sjBj # 40 mTd. Experimental results (dots), simulation results
(solid line), and Gaussian fit (dashed line). (b) Thermopowe
distribution for broken TRSsjBj $ 50 mTd. Experimental
results (dots), simulation results (solid line), and Gaussian
(dashed line). Inset: Experimental thermopower distributio
(dots) for broken TRS, compared to simulation results includin
strong dephasing (solid line).

tacts. The distribution exhibits a cusp atS  0 and tails
as PsSd ~ jSj212b ln jSj, which displays a clear devia-
tion from a Gaussian distribution. However, for a large
number of conducting channels this distribution become
again Gaussian. For the experimental data, taken w
two spin-degenerate conducting modes in the leads, d
viations from the Gaussian distribution are still expected
Since in RMT an analytical treatment for the thermopowe
distribution is possible only for single-mode leads, Mont
Carlo simulations have to be employed for the prese
system. The HamiltonianH of the closed QD is drawn
randomly from the Gaussian ensemble

PsH d ~ e2cTrH H
y

, (2)

where c is a constant setting the mean level spacingD

andH is real symmetricsb  1d or Hermitiansb  2d.
The scattering matrixM of the open system is calculated
from H using [17]

MsEd  1 2 2piWysE 2 H 1 ipWWyd21W . (3)
2929
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Here,W is a rectangular matrix coupling the states i
the QD to the scattering channels. The thermopower
then calculated from

S  2
p2

3
k2

BT
e

d
dE

ln T sEd

É
EEF

, (4)

where T sEd 
P

a[1,b[2 jMabj2 is the probability
for the transmission from lead 1 to lead 2. The
differentiation is done numerically for each real
ization of the Hamiltonian. The density of states
rsEFd  1y2pi TrsMydMydEdjEEF is used as a weight
factor to account for a large charging energy [13]. Th
resulting distributions of the thermopower fluctuations fo
both symmetry classes are shown as solid lines in Fig.
Evidently, the simulations represent the experiment
results much better than a Gaussian distribution function

For a comparison of experimental and theoretical di
tributions, the horizontal axes of both data sets have to
scaled, while keeping the normalization (area equals on
Only one scaling parameter was needed to fit the dist
butions for TRS and broken TRS (Fig. 3), which implie
a temperature difference across the QD ofDT  56 mK.
As an independent check for the correctness of this sc
ing procedure, we have in addition measured the therm
voltage (for the same heating current) across QPC A-
adjusted for maximum thermovoltage, i.e., between th
N  1 and N  2 conductance plateaus [9]. For this
configuration, the thermopower of a QPC is quantize
directly yielding a value forDT . We findDT  54 mK
at I  0.4 mA, in good agreement with the scaling result

It is possible to show that in thermopower measure
ments dephasing corrections, which are used to expla
Gaussian conductance fluctuation distributions of chao
QDs, are indeed irrelevant. The influence of a finit
phase-coherence timetf can be studied by connecting the
QD to a third virtual reservoir. The bath is coupled via
Nf ¿ 1 channels, corresponding to the incoherent lim
shytf ¿ Dd. The chemical potentialmf and tempera-
ture Tf of the bath are chosen exactly in between thos
of the real reservoirs, such that it draws neither charg
nor heat current. The distribution of the thermopower fo
broken TRSsb  2d is then given by

Pssd  228N211Ne2Njsj

3

4N221X
k0

µ
8N2 2 2 2 k

4N2 2 1

∂
1
k!

j2Nsjk , (5)

s 
3e

pk2
BTD

√
h̄

tw

!2

S .

The result of Eq. (5) is plotted forN  2 in the inset
of Fig. 3b (solid line). It can be seen that there is onl
little agreement between the experimental thermopow
data and theory including dephasing which proves th
2930
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the observed statistics do not indicate the presence of
dephasing induced by electron heating.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the the
mopower measurements on a chaotic QD reveal direc
the theoretically predicted non-Gaussian fluctuation d
tributions. In contrast to the best results obtained so
in conductance measurements, we do not have to inclu
thermal broadening or dephasing to model our experime
tal results. Another distinction from conductance me
surements is that the thermopower data are not influen
by weak localization or short trajectories. Therefore, the
mopower measurements can be considered as an exce
tool in the area of investigating chaotic quantum transpo
properties in open systems.
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